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ABSTRACT
Fehnel, Bradely J. MS, Purdue University, December 2015. Lagrangian Errors: Feature Relative Verification. Major Professor: Michael Baldwin.
A method of forecast verification is introduced that examines the errors in forecasts
relative to a specific weather feature. The method is demonstrated on cyclones in and
around North America during the winter season of 2013-2014. A simple method for
identifying cyclone centers is employed based on the location of relative maximums
in relative vorticity and relative minimums in height at the 850 hPa level. A grid
is created, centered on the cyclone, onto which the forecast and observed values
are interpolated. Errors are created from the difference between the forecast and
observation. The errors from each cyclone are collected to make an error series and
the mean error for each grid point is found. In this way, errors are analyzed ”following”
the feature(s), in a Lagrangian sense, as opposed to a more traditional method which
allows weather features to be created in or pass through a fixed geographical region,
in an Eulerian sense. Significance testing is performed in order to determine if the
mean error field is field significant.
The intent of this new method is to allow forecasters to know and understand the
errors when a particular weather event is forecasted and to ultimately make better
forecasts with that knowledge. Additionally, model developers will be able to learn
how the model handles a weather feature to allow for better development in future
iterations of the model.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Forecast verification seeks to answer the question ”How good is the forecast?” Murphy (1993) defines three types of goodness (consistency, quality, and value), how they
can be measured, and how they are connected, which will be discussed in Chapter
2. Spatial forecast verification is the process of examining forecast-observation relationships for data which have a spatial component, as opposed to looking at a singe
location. For example, one might be interested to know how good the forecasts are
for an entire region or state (spatial) as opposed to a single city (point).
Traditionally, spatial verification has been preformed on fixed geographical regions, analyzing the forecasts as weather features move through the region, in an
Eulerian sense. In this way, the prevailing weather can be examined, identifying patterns in errors that affect specific regions of the domain. An example of this type of
verification can be found in Elmore et al. (2006b) which examines short wave troughs
as they affect the West Coast of the U.S. and then move east across the country. They
determine that some, but not all, errors in short wave troughs moving on shore in the
western U.S. can be attributed to a lack of data observations in the eastern Pacific
Ocean. As the troughs encountered land and allowed for the model to incorporate
larger sets of observations, the errors decreased.
The intent of this work is to show a slight modification to this type of spatial
forecast verification. Instead of allowing the weather features to pass through a fixed
geographic region, the features are located in the forecast (or observation) and the
errors are examined relative to that feature. Thus, the verification is being performed
following the features, in a Lagrangian sense. For this reason, this method will be
called feature relative error analysis.
The feasibility of this technique is demonstrated using cyclones in the domain of
the North American Regional Reanalysis (Mesinger et al. 2006) for the single winter
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season of 2013-2014. This can be broken into five steps: (1) Identify the cyclones
in the forecast. (2) Create a feature relative grid (FRG) around each cyclone and
interpolate the forecast and observations to this grid. The FRG will be different
for each cyclone, but all will have the same number of grid points and grid spacing.
(3) Create an error series from the FRG by subtracting the observation from the
forecast. (4) Determine if the errors show a statistically significant bias. (5) Interpret
the errors for meteorological significance. Steps 2-5 are repeated after altering step
(1) to identify cyclones in the observations.
It is intended that forecasters and model developers will be able to gather information about how a weather model is performing for whatever feature they find
interesting or important. The error patterns can be analyzed relative to that feature
in order for forecasters to alter future forecasts to account for the bias or for model
developers to improve future iterations of a weather model.
The following chapters provide the details for the method. Chapter 2 reviews
forecast verification and some of the current techniques. The methods describing
feature relative analysis along with information for how it is demonstrated are found
in Chapter 3. Next, Chapter 4 shows the results of this technique followed by a short
discussion and future work in Chapter 5.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Verification
Forecast verification seeks to determine how good forecasts are and is an important

step in the forecast process. The failure to verify forecasts is tantamount to admitting
that the quality of the forecast is not important (Brooks and Doswell 1996). A review
of forecast verification follows in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.2. Field significance is described
in Section 2.3.

2.1.1

What is a good forecast?

The goodness of a forecast can be broken down into three aspects: consistency,
quality, and value (Murphy 1993). Consistency (Type 1 goodness) measures how
close a forecast is to a forecaster’s judgment. This judgment includes the forecaster’s
knowledge base as well as the current state of weather forecasting. A forecast would
be inconsistent if a forecast was made against the forecasters judgment, for example, in an attempt to maximize some verification measure to which her/his job is
tied. The second measure of goodness, quality (Type 2), will be discussed in the
following paragraphs. Value (Type 3 goodness) measures the benefits of a forecast
to a user. Murphy (1993) points out that forecasts have no intrinsic value, but that
value is created when a user is able to make (presumably better) decisions based
on the information in the forecast. All three types of goodness exhibit a complex
relationship. For example, a forecast which better matches a forecaster’s judgment
(higher consistency) does not necessarily mean it will exhibit higher quality or value.
Value, in particular, is highly dependent on the forecast user’s situation and decision
making processes. The analysis done for this work seeks to determine the quality of
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a forecast so that the remainder of the discussion will focus predominantly on this
aspect of goodness.
Quality (Type 2 goodness) measures how close the forecast matches the corresponding observation. That is, a forecast of high quality closely matches the observation for which it is valid. Measuring quality can be broken into two broad approaches:
measures-oriented and distributions-oriented (Murphy 1993). A summary of the measures used in the measures-oriented approach is given by Stanksi et al. (1989). These
measures include many of the traditional verification scores like bias (or mean error
(ME)), root mean square error (RMSE), and skill scores, among others. Bias is given
by
n

1X
ME =
(fi − xi )
n 1
where n is the number of forecast-observation pairs (fi , xi ).
The distributions-oriented approached deals with the complete analysis of the joint
distribution of forecasts and observations in order to measure aspects of quality. If f
is the forecast and x is the observation then all of the information needed to assess
quality is found in p(f, x), which can be factored two different ways to yield further
information about the forecast-observation relationship (Murphy and Winkler 1987).
The calibration-refinement factorization, p(f, x) = p(x|f )p(f ) uses the conditional
probability of an observation given the forecast and the marginal probability of the
forecasts. Reliability (calibration) measures how often an event is observed provided
that event has been forecast and is found in p(x|f ). Refinement (or sharpness) is found
in p(f ), measuring how often different forecasts are made. Repeatedly forecasting the
same value (like climatology) is an example that shows no refinement.
The likelihood-base rate factorization, p(f, x) = p(f |x)p(x) uses the conditional
probability of a forecast given the observation and the marginal probability of the
observations. Given an observation, the likelihood of a particular forecast is given by
p(f |x). This distribution measures the discrimination of a forecast, that is, how the
forecasts are distributed for different observed events. Ideally p(f |x) are dissimilar for
different observed events, x. The base rate, also called sample climatology, given by
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p(x) measures how often different events are observed. It is the only element in either
factorization which does not depend on f in any way. This measures the uncertainty
in the forecast situation (Murphy 1993), a factor the forecaster cannot control.
In Chapter 4, forecast quality is examined by identifying cyclones in North America during the 2013-2014 winter season. This is done by finding the cyclones in the
forecasts and in the observation separately. But first, a look at how the joint distribution, p(f, x), can be displayed using contingency tables.

2.1.2

Contingency Tables

A contingency table is used for displaying how often an event occurs compared to
how often it is forecast. They are well suited for dichotomous events, that is, when
there are only two outcomes for the observation (yes or no) and the forecast (yes or
no), although events with many outcomes and/or different outcomes are possible. If
all of the possible outcomes are accounted for and no two outcomes overlap, then
the contingency table shows the entire joint distribution p(f, x). To construct a
contingency table for the dichotomous situation, record the number of events which
were both forecast and observed (a - ”hits”), forecast but not observed (b - ”false
alarms”), observed but not forecast (c - ”missed events”), and neither forecast nor
observed (d - ”correct nulls”). The results can be displayed in a table, like Table 2.1,
using either the total number events or the relative frequency of events by dividing
by the total, n = a + b + c + d.
Using a contingency table, many scores can be calculated to try to gauge the
quality of the forecast system. One such score, is percent correct (PC), which is the
sum the hits and correct nulls divided by the total (P C =

a+d
).
n

While percent correct

is useful in some situation, as we will see in the next paragraphs, using this score for
rare (or extremely common) events is not recommended.
A classic early example of the use of contingency tables is summarized by Murphy
(1996). Sergeant Finley on the U.S. Army Signal Corps made daily yes/no forecasts
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Table 2.1.
General Contingency Table - Forecasts and observations are represented by f and x, respectively.
x

p(f, x)
Categories

Yes

No

p(f )

Yes

a

b

a+b

No

c

d

c+d

p(x)

a+c

f
b+d n=a+b+c+d

for tornadoes throughout the eastern portion on the United States (Finley 1884).
His results are summarized in Table 2.2, found in Murphy (1996). As can be easily
calculated, Finley tornado forecasts scored P C = (28 + 2680)/2803 = 0.966, which
might seem good at first glance. It was quickly realized that had all forecasts been
no tornado, the results would have given even better results for P C = 2752/2803 =
0.9818 (Gilbert 1884).
In the months that followed, many different scores were developed and proposed
(and subsequently forgotten in the following decades) (Murphy 1996). These include
what are now called threat score (TS, or critical success index), T S =
equitable threat score (ETS, or Gilbert skill score), ET S =
That same year, Peirce (1884) proposed

ad−bc
(a+c)(b+d)

=

a
a+c

ab−cd
(ad−cd)+b+c

−

b
.
b+d

a
a+b+c

and the

(Gilbert 1884).

This score goes by

various names including Pierce skill score, true skill statistic, and Hanssen-Kuipers
discriminant. The second formulation,

a
a+c

b
− b+d
, seems to be more informative as the

first term is the probability an observed event is predicted (probability of detection,
see next paragraph) and the second term is the probability a non-event is incorrectly
forecast to occur (probability of false detection - P OF D =

b
).
b+d

Other scores can be created by combining the values found in Table 2.1 in different
ways. Of interest for this work include the Probability of Detection, P OD =

a
,
a+c

which measures the ratio of the number of correctly forecast events (a) to the total
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Table 2.2.
Result of Finley’s tornado forecasting system summarized in a contingency table. Reproduced from Table 3 of Murphy (1996).
x

p(f, x)
Categories Yes

No

p(f )

Yes

28

72

100

No

23

2680

2703

p(x)

51

2752

2803

f

number of observed events (a+c), the False Alarm Ratio, F AR =

b
,
a+b

which measures

the ratio of incorrectly forecast events (b) to the number of forecast events (a+b), and
bias, BIAS =

a+b
,
a+c

which measures the ratio of the number of forecast events to the

number of observed events. It is desirable for scores of POD and BIAS to be closer
to 1 and scores for FAR to be closer to 0, however, intentionally changing BIAS (by
forecasting more or fewer events) could lead to improved (or possibly worse) scores
(Baldwin and Kain 2006), a possible incentive to reduce a forecaster’s consistency.

2.2

Spatial Verification
Spatial verification deals with data that consist of multiple locations for each time

step and examines how good forecasts are throughout a particular domain. Many
spatial verification techniques examine forecasts for a fixed geographical region and
a few examples are discussed in Section 2.2.1. Another technique is the compositing
method, which uses a feature relative grid (Section 2.2.2) but is a little bit shy of
feature relative analysis described in Chapter 3.
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2.2.1

Fixed Geographical Region

Spatial forecast verification has traditionally focused on fixed geographical regions
of interest, allowing weather features to form, pass through, and/or dissipate in the
area, in an Eulerian sense. This allows conclusions to be made about how good forecasts are for particular regions. The following examples discuss verification techniques
performed on fixed geographical regions.
Finley (1884), discussed in Section 2.1, made and verified forecasts based on the
regions he used for his tornado prediction experiment. His Table No. II shows the
regional breakdowns and could be considered spatial verification. Finley’s analysis,
though, went no further, attempting no explanation for why one region may have
fared better than another. Table 2.2, on the other hand, pools all of the regions
together, as in Murphy (1996). More recently, computer models have been used to
make forecasts.
Numerical weather models give their output as functions of time and space, that
is, their forecasts are inherently spatial in nature. Undoubtedly, the first spatial verification attempts for these types of forecasts were done by ”eyeballing” the forecast
and observation to get a subjective feel for the accuracy. This allows one to simultaneously evaluate location and value, and, if multiple time steps are present, timing. The
advantage to this method is ease and speed as it can be done with a few glances for
comparison. The glaring disadvantage is the subjectivity in the process with different
people having different ideas of what a good forecast is.
Traditional methods can be used, like mean absolute error and RMSE. These can
be computed as a score for a single grid point across time, for a single time across all
the grid points or even across all time steps and all grid points (Jolliffe and Stephenson
2011). When grid points are pooled, like in the second and third examples, as well
as Table 2.2, the information about the quality of a forecast for particular regions of
the domain is lost.

9

Figure 2.1. Hypothetical example (Rossa et al. 2008) of double
penalty effect for a high resolution forecast (a - left) compared to
a low resolution forecast (a - right). Also shown is a spatial matching
technique (b) found in Ebert and McBride (2000).

One of the first scores used to verify spatial forecasts on gridded data sets was the
S1 score, measuring the accuracy of gradients between adjacent grid points (Teweles
and Wobus 1954). If ∆f represent the difference between the values of adjacent pairs
of grid of points in the forecast and ∆x the difference in the observation of the same
adjacent pair of grid points, then S1 is defined as
P
adjacent pairs |∆f − ∆x|
S1 = 100 × P
.
adjacent pairs max{|∆f |, |∆x|}
Due to some poor qualities, like the potential to be ’played’ by altering the forecast
to achieve better scores, the S1 score is predominantly used for historical purposes
(Jolliffe and Stephenson 2011; Wilks 2011).
Furthermore, with increasing computer speeds, the resolution in numerical weather
models is getting finer, producing forecasts for weather features which are theoretically unpredictable (Jolliffe and Stephenson 2011), for example, forecasting individual
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supercell thunderstorms more than a few hours in advance (Cintineo and Stensrud
2013). High resolution forecasts which are only slightly off in space, can produce
worse scores than their lower resolution counterparts. Take, for example, rainfall
predictions which the model resolves at a relatively high resolution. If an area of
rainfall is predicted but in the wrong location, traditional scores (like RMSE) will
give a poor value since the forecast will suffer a double-penalty from forecasting a
high rain amount where it was not observed and forecasting a low rain amount where
high rain was observed (Jolliffe and Stephenson 2011). It could be that a forecaster
is perfectly satisfied with the forecast, especially if other factors like size, intensity,
and orientation are correct. A hypothetical example of this is shown in Figure 2.1
(Rossa et al. 2008) with part (a) showing the difference between a high resolution
forecast having high intensity over a small area (left) and a low resolution forecast
with low intensity over a large area (right). Verification scores for the high resolution
forecast are poor (RM SE = 0, P OD = 0, F AR = 1, T S = 0) compared to the low
resolution forecast (RM SE = 2.5, P OD = 0.8, F AR = 0.7, T S = 0.3) since the high
resolution forecast has both a missed event and false alarm. In part (b), a technique
used by Ebert and McBride (2000), which removes the horizontal displacement of the
forecast, yields perfect scores in this idealized scenario.
Higher resolution forecasts have more information about the weather which is
being predicted (like extremes and variability), even though the precise details are
not known (like timing and location) (Jolliffe and Stephenson 2011). To address these
near misses, Ebert (2008) proposes fuzzy verification which relaxes the requirement
that forecasts have an exact match with the observation. Instead, a higher score will
be achieved if the forecast feature is ”close” to the observed feature. The definition
of ”close” can be varied to verify forecasts at different scales (Ebert 2008).
While focusing on a fixed region allows for conclusions about the forecasts for
that region, it does not tell how particular weather features fare. One step in that
direction is the use of a compositing method on a feature relative grid.
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2.2.2

Composite Method

Using a feature relative grid (FRG), in which the domain captures a weather feature as opposed to a geographic location, allows for the verification of specific events.
Gray and Frank (1977), while not actually a verification method, examined tropical
cyclones by compositing observations from multiple events onto a single FRG to analyze cyclone dynamics, intensities, and movements. More recently, Nachamkin (2004)
and Nachamkin et al. (2005), used the composite methods to examine mistrals and
heavy precipitation, respectively, on FRG. In both cases, the frequency with which
events were forecast and occurred relative to either a mistral or heavy precipitation
event were examined.
The compositing method works well in that useful information about errors, both
location and intensities, can be inferred (Nachamkin 2009). Compositing these partial observations seems like a natural way to draw conclusions about that particular
weather feature. The idea of using a feature-relative grid is employed in this work,
however slightly differently. Since model analysis will be used for observations, the
full feature can be ”sampled” (as fully as it can with discrete grid points) and the
analysis takes on a different form. But first, the topic of field significance is discussed.

2.3

Field Significance
Statistical inference is a process by which conclusions about a ”population” are

made based off the limited data of a sample (Wilks 2011). Often times, this takes
the form of hypothesis testing where a null hypothesis (which is thought to be false)
is assumed and a null distribution for the statistic of interest is obtained, either from
an exact parametric distribution or by resampling techniques discussed in the next
paragraphs. Assuming the null hypothesis to be true, how likely is the sample statistic
to occur? If the statistic is rare enough based on the null distribution, it is concluded
that the statistic is not consistent with the null hypothesis and the null hypothesis
is rejected. That is, based on the data from the sample, the null hypothesis is not
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probable. When this occurs, the statistic is deemed to be statistically significant.
How rare a statistic must be in order to be called statistically significant can be
varied so that different levels of statistical significance can be obtained. For example,
if a statistic is found to fall in the rarest 5% of the null distribution, it is statistically
significant at the 5% level. However, if a statistic does not fall in the rarest 5%, the
null hypothesis cannot be rejected and the statistic is not statistically significant at
the 5% level.
For a series comprised of spatial data, for example a series of 2-dimensional arrays
of values at geographical (horizontal) locations, potential serial correlation and spatial
correlation must be accounted for (Livezey and Chen 1983). Both types of correlation
make a t-test difficult to use since a value for the number of degrees of freedom can
be difficult to determine. For instance, in a series with n elements, the degrees of
freedom in a t-test would be n − 2 if all the elements of the series are independent.
But if the series exhibits serial correlation, the degrees of freedom would be reduced
potentially reversing the results of the test. Thus, a t-test is not used to determine
statistical significance of a 2-dimensional field.
The mean errors for a series of spatial data is considered field significant if the
(global) null hypothesis that all grid points have mean error equal to zero is rejected.
One method, which will be used to determine field significance in this project, follows
the works of Livezey and Chen (1983) and Elmore et al. (2006a), who use a two step
process to determine field significance. The first test is done on individual grid points
(local testing) to determine if the error at each grid point is statistically significant,
that is, different from zero at the αl significance level (the null hypothesis being that
individual grid points have mean errors of 0). This is accomplished using a bootstrap
method (Efron and Gong 1983; Elmore et al. 2006a). A bootstrap sample is generated
by resampling, with replacement, from the original data series with as many elements
as there are in the original series. Elmore et al. (2006a) introduced a moving blocks
bootstrap in which a block of contiguous elements is taken for the bootstrap sample
instead of a single element. To determine the block size, the lag-1 autocorrelation was
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computed as a function of block size and it was noted that the mean underestimate
for this value remained nearly constant for block sizes of 7 and greater. Thus, a block
size of 7 was used in Elmore et al. (2006a) when performing local significance testing.
This was done in order to reduce the effects of serial dependence of the errors. Once
the bootstrap sample is found, the statistic of interest is computed (in particular, the
mean error) and stored. The process is repeated a large number of times to produce
a distribution of the statistic from which we generate an (1 − αl ) confidence interval
using the ( α2l ) and (1 − α2l ) percentiles. For mean error, if zero is not in that interval,
the grid point is determined to exhibit statistical significance at the αl level. We then
find the proportion of grid points which are statistically significant, call it N, and will
compare this value to the value found in the next step.
A second round of testing is required to determine if the mean error exhibits
field significance. To accomplish this, we find a distribution for the proportion of
grid points which would exhibit statistically significant errors purely by chance and
find where N falls in this distribution. If N is sufficiently rare enough, say in the
top αf tail, then we conclude that the mean errors are field significant at the αf
level. To generate the distribution for the proportion of grid points which would
exhibit statistically significant errors purely by chance, a Monte Carlo simulation is
employed. A series of random numbers whose length is equal to the number of values
in the original series is generated from the standard normal distribution, N (0, 1).
Note that the use of N (0, 1) to generate random numbers is not mandatory, only that
E(XU) = E(X)E(U) where X is the time series at a grid point and U the series
of random numbers (Elmore et al. 2006a). Thus, a uniform distribution could have
also been used or any distribution that satisfies this requirement. The correlation
between the random values and original series is computed for each grid point and
a two-sided t-test is performed to determine if it is statistically significant. The
correlation between the errors and the random values will be significant based on the
random draw, that is, by chance. Determine the proportion of grid points which are
statistically significant and repeat this process a large number of times to estimate
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the distribution of the number of grid points which exhibit statistical significance
purely by chance. From this distribution, find the (1 − αf ) percentile. If N is larger
than this value, then the errors are field significant.
This approach has the advantage of making no assumption about the distribution
of errors, that is, it is practically parameter free (Elmore et al. 2006a). In addition,
at no point does the spatial degrees of freedom need to be known. The resampling
technique and Monte Carlo simulation take care of that. This technique has been
used to examine model errors (Elmore et al. 2006b) and tornado outbreaks in landfalling hurricanes (Verbout et al. 2007), among others. Until relatively recently,
this technique was intractable requiring extensive computing power to perform the
bootstrap samples and Monte Carlo simulation.
An alternative approach is to consider the minimum local p value, that is the
lowest p value which rejects the null hypothesis that the mean error at a particular
grid point is zero (Wilks 2006). This approach, also known as the Walker test, rejects
the global null hypothesis, that all grid points have a mean error of zero, at the
αglobal level if the minimum local p value is less than pW alker = 1 − (1 − αglobal )1/K .
This approach assumes that all K local p values are independent, which is almost
certainly not true for this work. Further more, Mason (2008), points out that this
method attempts to answer a slightly different question than Livezey and Chen (1983)
and Elmore et al. (2006a). The minimum local p value determines if the errors in the
forecasts are large somewhere in the grid whereas the bootstrap/Monte Carlo method
determines if the errors in the forecasts are large for a large portion of the grid. The
statistical methods used for this project will follow that of Livezey and Chen (1983)
and Elmore et al. (2006a).
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3 METHODS AND DATA
Feature relative analysis is demonstrated using cyclones in North America for the
2013-2014 winter season. Section 3.1 describes the data used and the methods for
identifying cyclones as well as a few examples and Section 3.2 describes the method
of Feature Relative Analysis.

3.1

Data and Cyclones

3.1.1

Data

All data for this project were downloaded from the National Operational Model
Archive and Distribution System (NOMADS 2015) which is maintained by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the United States. The time
period of interest is 00 Z for the 2013-2014 winter season, that is the 90 day period
from 1 December 2013 through 28 February 2014. Winter was chosen for the large
frequency of extratropical cyclones that affect North America.
For observations, the 0-hour analyses from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR), created by the National Center for Environmental Protection, are used.
According to Mesinger et al. (2006), the NARR is a ”long-term, dynamically consistent, high-resolution, high-frequency, atmospheric and land surface hydrology dataset
for the North American domain.” It was originally created to cover the 25 year period from 1979 to 2003 and has been updated regularly since then to cover 2004 to
present. Figure 3.1 shows the extent of the NARR domain as outlined by the large
blue square with 32 km grid spacing on a Lambert conformal projection. The inner
shaded area is the region from which weather features (cyclones) are identified. The
difference between the two is to have enough valid data points around a cyclone to
be fully analyzed within the NARR domain.
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Figure 3.1. Large blue box shows the domain of NARR while inner
shaded area depicts region where cyclones are identified.

The forecasts to be verified are the 24-hour forecasts from the Global Forecast
System (GFS) initialized daily at 00 Z from 30 November 2013 through 27 February
2014, which are valid for 00Z daily from 1 December 2013 through 28 February 2014.
The GFS produces world-wide forecasts on a 0.5◦ domain which are interpolated
to the NARR domain, using a 2-D cubic spline (Python’s scipy.interpolate.griddata
function using the ”cubic” method), for comparison.
The NARR analysis was chosen over the GFS 0-hour analysis out of a desire to
avoid ”incestuous verification” (Casati et al. 2008), that is having artificially high
verification measures as a result of using the same model for forecasts and obser-
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vations. This is a potential source of error as the ”observations” produced by the
NARR could be different than those produced by the GFS. An additional source of
error could come from interpolating the forecasts on to the observation domain.

3.1.2

Cyclone Definition and Identification

For the purpose of demonstrating the feature relative verification technique, a
relatively simple method is used to identify cyclones. The working definition for a
cyclone’s center will be any grid point in the verification domain which is a relative
minimum in 850 hPa heights while also having a relative maximum in 850 hPa relative vertical vorticity within 600 km. Furthermore, a maximum in vorticity is only
considered if it falls within the top 5% of vorticity values. It is freely admitted by the
author that these criteria are arbitrary. The intent is a quick way to identify cyclones
while eliminating other non-cyclonic features. In particular, troughs are excluded
when the height field does not exhibit a closed contour and minor height perturbations are excluded due to a lack of relative vorticity. The remainder of this section
explores some of the ways cyclones have been identified in previous works and gives
examples of what is and is not identified using the above definition.
The literature gives many ways to identify a cyclone. One such method to find the
center of cyclonic rotation is to locate a closed contour in sea level pressure (SLP).
Murray and Simmonds (1991) found cyclones by identifying a grid point with a SLP
value that is lower than its four neighboring grid points. However, their data points
were 500 km apart, roughly the radius of a cyclone (Stanski et al. 1989). This method
is not used here because a large portion of the domain is in mountainous terrain, and
the projection method to determine SLP might show some inconsistencies, especially
between the different models. More recently, cyclonic identification has been focussed
on relative vorticity maximums, usually at the 850 hPa level, as in Hodges (1994; 1995;
1999) and Dacre et al. (2012), who constructed an extratropical cyclone atlas. The
methods employed by these papers were more involved than just looking at maximums
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Figure 3.2. GFS 24 h forecast valid for 10 December 2013. Contours
denote height (dm) and shading shows vorticity (10−5 s−1 ). Black +
and blue × symbols denote the locations of 850 hPa relative vorticity
relative maximums and 850 hPa height relative minimums, respectively.

in vorticity. For example, Dacre et al. (2012) truncated the vorticity field at T42
resolution to focus on synoptic scales and also removed stationary and short-lived
features that are not associated with extratropical cyclones.
Using 850 hPa relative vorticity to identify a cyclone was attempted. The vorticity
field is computed using the 850 hPa winds and smoothed using a Gaussian filter with
standard deviation σ = 10. The vorticity value at each grid point is compared to
the maximum vorticity value within the nearest 23 grid points. If the two values
are the same, that point is a relative maximum in relative vorticity. Upon closer
examination, it was found that many of the relative maximums in vorticity were not
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Figure 3.3. Same as Figure 3.2 but for NARR 0 hr analysis valid for
10 December 2013.

associated with cyclones, but some other feature of the atmosphere, most commonly
along fronts and short-wave troughs. In an effort to remove some of these non-cyclonic
features, a threshold is imposed in which a vorticity maximum must be in the top
5% of vorticity values. One point against using only relative vorticity to identify
cyclones is that the amount of smoothing required to remove the minor, non-cyclonic
features, caused the location of the relative maximums in vorticity to shift (depending
on the value of σ), particularly for a system that is not symmetric. For these reasons,
additional criteria are used to identify cyclones.
Identifying cyclones with 850 hPa heights was also examined. The height field
was smoothed with the same Gaussian filter as vorticity except using σ = 5 and
the relative minimums were identified in a similar fashion as relative maximums in
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vorticity except for comparing grid point values to minimums within 23 grid points.
This also came with drawbacks, most notably, that some relative minimum in heights
were not associated with a cyclone, at least not when compared to the relative vorticity
fields. In essence, the height minimum was not sufficiently strong to produce cyclonic
winds.
The previous paragraphs partially explain some of the arbitrary criteria for identifying a cyclone. In particular, since the height minimums are used as the center of
the cyclone and larger σ values cause relative minimums and maximums to shift in
non-symmetric cyclones, a lower value for σ was chosen for smoothing the height field
(compared to vorticity) to reduce this shift. The definition of a cyclone, as given, has
the advantage of being easy and fast to implement though lacking some of the refining
criteria found in other works, like Dacre et al. (2012). The following examples show
what the criteria set forth at the beginning of this section can and cannot identify as
a cyclone.
Figure 3.2 shows the 850 hPa height (contours) along with its relative minimums
(blue x) and 850 hPa relative vorticity (shading) with relative maximums (black +)
for the forecast valid on 10 December 2013. This example was chosen as a good
example for not identifying a cyclone even though there are relative minimums in
height and relative maximums in relative vorticity. Thus, both requirements combined
filter out non-cyclonic features. Two cyclones are identified, one over the northern
Pacific Ocean and another in Hudson Bay. For both of these, the height minimum
and vorticity maximum are located in nearly identical locations. There are four
height minimums which are not associated with a vorticity maximum in the top 5%
of vorticity values. Of these four, only the one located in northern Alaska would
have an argument for being called a cyclone. It might seem warranted to reduce the
vorticity threshold in order for this location to be identified as a cyclone. However,
doing so, also identifies the location in the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Mexico as
a cyclone, even though the height field does not show a large drop in heights. For
comparison, the observation data valid for the same time is shown in Figure 3.3. It
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Figure 3.4. Same as Figure 3.2 but for 31 January 2014

looks similar except for an additional cyclone located off the coast of Mexico caused
by slightly stronger vorticity values near the height minimum.
This method for identifying cyclones is not without fault. An interesting example
can be seen in the forecast valid for 31 January 2014, shown in Figure 3.4. The cyclone
in the northern Pacific Ocean matches the criteria set forth at the beginning of this
section while the cyclone south of Iceland is too close to the edge of the domain to get a
complete collection of data values for the feature relative grid (Section 3.2.1). There is
a height minimum in the southwest United States which has two vorticity maximums
nearby. However, neither one is close enough (600 km) for the method described
above to identify this as a cyclone. There is a large area of low pressure in northern
Canada which has two height minimums and two vorticity maximums nearby. The
height minimum and vorticity maximum closest to Greenland are near enough to each
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Figure 3.5. Same as Figure 3.2 except valid for 30 January 2014.

other to be identified as a cyclone, whereas the pair over Canada are not. If the intent
of this study were to introduce a new method for identifying cyclones, this example
would be examined further and the definition of a cyclone reconsidered. However,
for the present work, these border-line situations appear to be the exception, with
the forecasts immediately before (30 January 2014) and after (1 February 2014) not
showing any border-line cases, seen in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. Still, the
example of 31 January 2014 shows that the vorticity maximums related to the short
wave in the Great Lakes Region are not being identified as cyclones due to the lack
of any height minimum in the vicinity.
Cyclones are identified in all observations and the forecasts valid for Winter 20132014, with only a small attempt to pair the different sets (see Section 4.1). Instead, if
the cyclones were found in the observation (forecast), it is called ’conditioned on the
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Figure 3.6. Same as Figure 3.2 except valid for 1 February 2014.

observation (forecast).’ When conditioning on the forecasts, it is an attempt to gather
information about p(x|f ) as in the calibration-refinement factorization from Section
2.1.1. Similarly, conditioning on the observation yields information about p(f |x) as
in the likelihood-base rate factorization. This distinction is important, especially
for model developers and forecasters, because finding errors when conditioned on
the forecast allows for the potential to improve subsequent models and forecasts.
Conditioning on both the forecasts and observations allows for a complete view of the
forecast-observation relationship as in Murphy and Winkler (1987).
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3.2

Feature Relative Analysis

3.2.1

Feature Relative Grid and Error Series

Once the cyclone centers are identified in the forecasts and observations, the error
series can be made. Analysis is done separately depending upon the cyclones being
found in the forecast (conditioned on the forecast) or observation (conditioned on
the observation). For each cyclone, a feature relative grid (FRG) is constructed so
that the cyclone is located in the center of that grid. For the present work, the FRG
consists of a square of 101 × 101 grid points with 12 km spacing. This brings the
size of the FRG to 1200 km × 1200 km. The size of this grid matches well with that
suggested by Stanski et al. (1989) who used 5 degrees of latitude (roughly 555.5 km)
for the distance from the center to the edge of a cyclone, translating to a grid with
dimensions 1111 km x 1111 km.
Each FRG is aligned to its cyclone’s estimated direction of travel. This direction
is estimated by the mean 850 - 500 hPa winds at the cyclone center point. Figure
3.7 shows a simplified version of how the FRG is created. It assumes the cyclone is
moving to the ”right” of the grid, though any direction is possible. Step 1: The grid
is constructed manually starting at the cyclone’s center (point (50,50) in the 101×101
grid, see Figure 3.7(a)). Step 2: The grid point immediately ahead of the cyclone
(point (51,50)), is found by traveling 12 km along a great circle path which goes
through the center point and has an initial bearing equal to the estimated direction
of travel. The final bearing when arriving at this new grid point becomes the initial
bearing to find the subsequent grid point. The process is repeated, to find points
(51,50) through (100,50). This process is also applied in the reverse direction to
determine the points (49,50) through (0,50). The result of Step 2 is shown in Figure
3.7(b). Step 3: To determine the rest of the points for the full 101 × 101 grid, this
same process is used at each point from (0,50) through (100,50) except that the initial
bearing is perpendicular to the cyclones estimated direction of travel. To be clear,
using the point (0,50) as an example, (0,49) is found by traveling 12 km along a great
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circle path which has an initial bearing equal to the sum of the cyclones estimated
direction of travel and 90 degrees (in a clockwise manner). The final bearing is again
used as the initial bearing to find subsequent points. To find (0,51), the steps are
the same except the initial bearing subtracts 90 degrees (counterclockwise) from the
estimated direction of travel. This fills in all of the grid point from (0,0) through
(0,100). Repeat for each ’x’ value 1 through 100 to fill in the rest of the FRG. Figure
3.7(c) shows the completed grid with the red ”horizontal” line being the result of Step
2 and the blue ”vertical” lines from Step 3. A zoomed-in view is shown in Figure
3.7(d) with the line between dots indicating that they were found in the same step.
At each time step, each cyclone identified in the forecast has its own FRG. The
forecast and observation are first smoothed (Gaussian filter, σ = 3) then interpolated (cubic spline) to that FRG and stored. The errors for each cyclone are found
by subtracting the observation from forecasts on the FRG. The collection of the errors on the FRGs form the error series and it has the same number of elements as
cyclones identified in the forecast for the entire winter of 2013-2014. The process
above is repeated except to identify cyclones in the observations. These two error
series, conditioned on the forecasts and conditioned on the observations, are analyzed
separately to determine field significance in the mean error field.

3.3

Field Significance
The statistical method for this work follows the ideas put forth in Livezey and

Chen (1983) and Elmore et al. (2006a). A lengthier overview is given in Section
2.3. As a reminder, the time series of the error field is examined to determine field
significance. This is accomplished by means of the following process: (1) Determine
the proportion of individual grid points which exhibit a statistically significant difference from zero at the αl level using the bootstrap resampling method; (2) Perform
a Monte Carlo simulation to determine the distribution for the proportion of grid
points which could be statistically significant purely by chance; and (3) Determine
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.7. Construction of feature relative grid correlating to Step 1
(a), Step 2 (b), and Step 3 (c) of the instructions given in the text.
A zoomed-in version of the final product is also shown (d).

the error field to be statistically (field) significant if the proportion of grid points
from step (1) falls in the upper αf tail of the distribution from step (2). For Step
(1), the bootstrap method, as opposed to the moving-blocks bootstrap method, was
used for the following reason. First, the times steps are 24 hours apart, a long enough
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Figure 3.8. GFS 24 h forecast valid for 10 December 2013. Shading
shows temperature (K). Black squares are local grids for two cyclones
located in the forecast. Compare to Figure 3.2.

period to reduce the temporal correlation. Second, the error series will probably not
sample the same cyclone in consecutive elements, though this depends on how many
cyclones are found in each step. Both methods were attempted and the bootstrap
and moving-blocks bootstrap (block length of 7) gave nearly identical results.
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4 RESULTS
Before looking at the errors relative to the cyclones, differences between conditioning
on the forecasts and on the observations are analyzed. This is done in the Section
4.1 where displacement errors and a contingency table are analyzed. Section 4.2 will
simulate forecasts to examine hypothetical error for different situations in an effort
to see if the errors found in Section 4.3 can be interpreted in a meaningful way.

4.1

Displacement Errors and Contingency Table
Displacement errors are examined and a contingency table is created by attempt-

ing to pair each cyclone found in the forecasts with a cyclone found in the observations, and vice versa. Cyclones are paired if they are found in the same time step and
within 600 km. This distance criterion was chosen to match with the 600 km used
in the identification scheme (Section 3.1.2) to approximate the radius on a cyclone
(compared to 555.5 km used by Stanski et al. (1989)).
It is hoped that displacement errors will help with interpreting the mean error
field. To this end, the locations of the observed cyclones relative to the forecasted
cyclones are examined in two different ways, relative to compass direction and relative to cyclone (estimated) direction. For each paired cyclone, the direction (initial
bearing) and distance from the forecasted cyclone to the observed cyclone is found.
In Figure 4.1(a) North is oriented ”up”, the red dot in the center is the location of
forecast cyclones, and each black dot shows the distance and compass direction from
the forecasted cyclone to the observed cyclone. Figure 4.1(b) is similar except that
the direction from the forecasted cyclone to the observed cyclone is relative to the
forecasted cyclone’s estimated direction. The grid is aligned so that the forecasted
cyclones are moving to the ”right” on the diagram.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1. Location of observed cyclones (black dots) compared to
forecasted cyclones (red dot at center) relative to (a) compass direction with north pointing ”up” and (b) forecasted cylone’s estimated
direction which is rotated to be towards the ”right”.

Neither way of examining the displacement errors shows a systematic bias in the
location of the forecasted cyclones. The mean observed location is found for both
ways and shown in Figure 4.1 as green dots. When examined relative to compass
direction the forecasts average 28 km to the south of the mean observed location while
only 5 km behind the mean observed location when examined relative to forecasted
cyclone direction. The mean absolute error for the distance between the forecasted
and observed cyclones is 113 km.
In addition to displacement errors, the identification of cyclones can be analyzed.
If a cyclone in the forecast is paired (as defined above) with a cyclone in the observation, it is considered a ”hit.” If a cyclone is identified in the forecast but not paired
with any cyclones in the observation, it is considered a ”false alarm”. A ”missed
event” occurs when a cyclone is identified in the observation which is not paired with
any cyclones from the forecast. In total there are a = 216 hits, b = 39 false alarms,
and c = 36 missed events in the Winter of 2013-2014, shown in Figure 4.2. Determining d, correct nulls, is possible though meaningless in this situation, since almost all
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grid points in the forecasts and observations would show that there is not a cyclone
centered at that location.
Scores which do not contain d can be computed and are shown in Table 4.1. As
defined, about 86% of cyclones which occur are correctly forecasted (POD), about
15% of the forecasted cyclones turn out not be observed (FAR), and of all hits,
misses, and false alarms, about 75% are hits (TS). The number of forecasted cyclones
is comparable to that observed with a slight BIAS (= 1.012) for over-forecasting.
These scores give us some information about the forecast verification system, though
they do not show which part is failing. For example, the misses and false alarms
may be a problem with the model forecast, observations, or initial conditions, but is
most likely a problem with the way the cyclones are defined and paired. The goal
of this work is to show the feasibility of feature relative error analysis, so a simple
identification scheme was employed.
Each of the time steps were examined to (subjectively) determine the severity of
the missed events and false alarms. In essence, were they actually bad forecasts or
just borderline events, a product of the identifying process? The latter was found to
be true, occurring when a cyclone is identified in the observation and a borderline
non-event is seen in the forecast (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3), or vice versa. One other
borderline scenario was found and that is near the border of the cyclone identification

Table 4.1.
Scores based on the forecast and observation of cyclones for Winter 2013-14.
Score

Formula

Value

Probability of Detection

P OD =

a
a+c

0.857

False Alarm Ratio

F AR =

b
a+b

0.155

Bias

BIAS =

Threat Score

TS =

a+b
a+c

a
a+b+c

1.012
0.742
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Figure 4.2. Location of all hits (green), misses (red), and false alarms
(blue) from the winter of 2013-14. A hit is defined as an observed
and forecasted cyclone within 600 km, a miss as an observed cyclone
without a corresponding forecasted cyclone, and a false alarm as a
forecasted cyclone without a corresponding observed cyclone.

domain. Occasionally, a cyclone is identified near the border of the forecast (or
observation) but too close to the border in the observation (or forecast).
The next section makes simulated forecasts to examine hypothetical errors in a
structured, controlled way.
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Figure 4.3. Observed values for 6 January 2014 00 UTC of 850 hPa
geopotential height (dm - contours) and 850 hPa temperature (K shading). The outlined square is the FRG around the cyclone center
in the Great Lakes region. The cyclone is moving towards the dotted
side of the box (northeast).

4.2

Hypothetical Errors
In this section, a series of hypothetical forecasts are produced to get an idea of how

the (hypothetical) error fields would look if there are displacement or amplitude errors
in the forecast. This is accomplished using the cyclone located over the lower Great
Lakes region of the United States on 6 January 2014 (Figure 4.3) which produced
heavy snowfall and high winds from Missouri to the northeast through Michigan.
After the passage of this system, some of the coldest conditions in the last 20 years
were felt in these same areas (Rubin-Oster 2014).
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.4. Errors in 850 hPa geopotential height (m) generated by a
’forecast’ which is 125 km (a) ahead of, (b) to the right of, (c) behind,
and (d) to the left of the observed cyclone.

The following example shows the error structure for different situations. The
values on the FRG for the Great Lakes cyclone will act as the observation. The
forecasts are simulated by shifting the location of the FRG center ahead, behind,
right, and left of the observed cyclone center. For each case, the hypothetical error
field is produced by subtracting the observation from the forecast and analyzed in
Section 4.2.1. Hypothetical amplitude errors are also examined. The forecast cyclones
are simulated by increasing or decreasing the values of the observed cyclone on the
FRG by a fixed percentage. The hypothetical errors are produced in a similar way
and analyzed in Section 4.2.2
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.5. Same as Figure 4.4 except for 850 hPa temperatures (K).

4.2.1

Displacement Errors

Displacement errors for a single cyclone are simulated by ”constructing” a forecast
which is 125 km ahead of the observed cyclone (compared to mean absolute error of
113 km found in previous section). This is done by shifting the center 125 km in the
same direction of the cyclone’s estimated path and creating a new FRG around that
new center. The values from the observed grid are subtracted from the values on
the new, shifted, grid to produce errors. This is repeated for 125 km to the right of,
behind, and to the left of the observed cyclone as well. Figure (4.4) shows the error
fields for 850 mb geopotential height for all four scenarios with the original cyclone’s
estimated direction pointing to the right of the FRG.
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The right and left displacements, Figure 4.4 (b) and (d) show the most structure.
The cyclone is traveling northeast, perpendicular to the strong height gradient in
that area, so the right and left displacement moves the forecasts in the same direction
as that gradient. Displacing the cyclone center to the right of the cyclone direction
causes positive errors ’up’ to about 55 grid points with the opposite holding true for
left displacement except for positive errors extend ’down’ to about grid point 45.
For the ahead and behind displacements, Figure 4.4 (a) and (c), the errors are
similar in that the when the forecast is ahead (behind), the positive errors extend
from the right (left) nearly to grid point 45 (55), although the positive/negative divide
is not nearly so straight. This is most likely due to the ahead and behind ’forecast’
centers which are parallel to the height gradient.
The same process was performed for 850 hPa temperatures with the results shown
in Figure 4.5. As with the heights, the cyclone is moving perpendicular to the temperature gradient and so the left/right displacements, Figure 4.5 (b) and (d) are more
coherent than the ahead/behind displacements, Figure 4.5 (a) and (c).

4.2.2

Amplitude Errors

Amplitude errors were also simulated, this time by decreasing all values by 1%,
increasing all values by 1%, decreasing the difference from average by 1% and increasing the difference from average by 1%. The first simulates a cyclone forecast that is
too low everywhere, the second too high everywhere, the third a gradient which is
too weak, and the fourth a gradient which is too strong. The 850 hPa heights are
analyzed in this way. Temperature errors were also analyzed, but were similar to the
height results and not included. Figure 4.6(a) shows the pattern of the errors if the
cyclone is forecasted too strong. A forecast which is too weak would show a similar
error pattern except that the values would be smaller. Figure 4.6(b) shows the error
pattern for a forecast which is everywhere too high. The errors for a forecast which
is everywhere too low would look the same except the values would be negative.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6. Amplitude errors.

Both the displacement errors and amplitude errors have been simulated in an
attempt to interpret the feature relative errors. It was shown in Section 4.1 that the
displacements do not show an obvious bias for any particular direction. The next
section looks at the feature relative errors for the entire Winter season of 2013-2014.

4.3

Feature Relative Errors
The entire winter season of 2013-2014 is examined to determine the field signif-

icance of errors relative to cyclone centers as defined in 3.1. The location of the
cyclones were found by conditioning on the forecasts, examining the calibrationrefinement factorization, and observations, to get at the likelihood-base rate factorization. For each cyclone, errors are produced on the FRG by subtracting the
observation from the forecast which are then collected to produce a series of errors.
Significance testing is performed on this series for each variable to determine if the
mean error (bias) has field significance. Both the local and global testing is done
using αl = αf = .05. There are 252 cyclones found in the forecasts and 255 found
in the observations. Bootstrapping is performed to determine local significance. A
moving-blocks bootstrap was considered, but varying the length of the bootstrap
produced nearly identical results. Due to the 24 hours between time steps, temporal
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correlation is minimized. The number of bootstrap samples is 1000 and the number
of Monte Carlo simulations is 3000. The variables examined are shown in Table 4.3
along with the proportion of grid points which are locally statistically significant and
the 95th percentile of the proportion of grid points which could be statistically significant purely by change from the Monte Carlo simulation. A short discussion for each
variable follows.
Figure 4.7 shows the mean errors in 850 hPa heights. It is easy to see that the
forecasts are everywhere too low, suggesting an amplitude error. When conditioned
on the forecasts (a), the largest errors are found near the center of the FRG . However,
when conditioned on the observations (b), there is a large region of relatively large
error extending through most of the top part of the FRG with an area of smaller
errors just below the center. This appears to be similar to the right/left displacement
errors found in Figure 4.4(b and d) but against what was found Figure 4.1(b) since
the error in the mean location relative to the cyclones’ estimated direction was only 5
km. The mean error of the height gradients is shown in Figure 4.8. When conditioned
on the forecast (a), there is a small region near the center where the gradient errors
are negative. Since the cyclones are located using the relative minimum in height,
the center of the FRG will always have a gradient near zero in the forecasts. So,
unless a perfect forecast is made every time, the gradient near the center of the FRG
(condition of the forecast) will always be too low. Surrounding this region of negative
errors is a region of larger positive errors, probably caused by the displacement errors
(Figure 4.1(b)) showing no clear bias. When conditioned on the observations (Figure
4.8(b)), there is a small region of large, positive errors near the center and smaller
errors surrounding.
The 850 hPa temperatures are forecasted to be too high when both conditioning
on the forecasts and observation (Figure 4.9) with the largest errors near the center
of the FRG. As in height, this suggest an amplitude error. The gradients of the
850 hPa temperatures show a more interesting pattern. It helps to remember that
the cyclones’ estimated direction is to the ”right” on the FRG, and thus, there are
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Table 4.2.
Determination of field significance (FS) based on the proportion of
grid points which are locally statistically significant (Local) and the
95th percentile of the proportion of grid points which could be statistically significant purely by change from the Monte Carlo simulation
(95th %). All variables are analyzed at 850 hPa except for precipitable
water, which is a vertical column total.
Variable

Con. On Local

95th %

FS

Height

Obs

1.0

.254

Yes

Height

Fcs

1.0

.251

Yes

Height Gradient

Obs

.602

.161

Yes

Height Gradient

Fcs

.732

.172

Yes

Temperature

Obs

.906

.199

Yes

Temperature

Fcs

.894

.215

Yes

Temperature Gradient

Obs

.189

.118

Yes

Temperature Gradient

Fcs

.226

.118

Yes

Temperature Advection

Obs

.148

.161

No

Temperature Advection

Fcs

.346

.161

Yes

Rel. Vorticity Advection

Obs

.257

.163

Yes

Rel. Vorticity Advection

Fcs

.251

.156

Yes

Precipitable Water

Obs

.981

.182

Yes

Precipitable Water

Fcs

.979

.176

Yes

generally too strong of gradients forecasted to the left of the cyclones direction and
too weak to the right.
Advection of 850 hPa temperatures and relative vorticity by the wind are shown in
Figures 4.11 and 4.12, respectively. These are included because of their relationship
to the QG omega equation (Lackmann 2011) which can be used to forecast forcing
for ascent. These variables are not, strictly speaking, part of the QG omega equation since it uses absolute vorticity advection changing with height and the Laplacian
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7. Mean errors in 850 hPa heights (m) from the 2013-2014
winter season when (a) conditioned on forecasts and (b) conditioned
on observations. Stippling represents grid points which are locally
statistically significant.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8. Same as Figure 4.7 except for 850 hPa height gradients (m m−1 ).

of the thickness advection. In particular, forcing for ascent is present with vorticity advection increasing with height and/or local maximums in warm air advection.
Temperature advection, when conditioned on the the forecasts (4.11(a)), shows a region to the left and behind of the cyclones’ estimated direction with negative errors,
indicating that the forcings for ascent may be too low. To the right and ahead of the
cyclones’ estimated direction, there is a weaker area where the errors are positive,
indicating slight too high forcings for ascent.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9. Same as Figure 4.7 except for 850 hPa temperature (K).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10. Same as Figure 4.7 except for 850 hPa temperature gradient (K m−1 ).

For the relative vorticity, the forcings for ascent cannot be determined from this
one level. The errors (and values) would have to be examined vertically. Still, negative
error to the left of the cyclone indicate a forecast which underestimates the relative
vorticity advection at 850 hPa.
Lastly, the mean error in precipitable water (the amount of water vapor in the
column of air above a unit area on Earth’s surface) is shown in Figure 4.13. Underestimates are found when conditioned on both the forecast and the observation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11. Same as Figure 4.7 except for 850 hPa temperature advection (K s−1 ).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12. Same as Figure 4.7 except for 850 hPa relative vorticity
advection (s−2 ).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13. Precipitable water for a column of air (kg m−2 ).
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5 DISCUSSION
The feasibility of feature relative analysis has been shown using cyclones in North
America for a single winter season. The results from Section 4.3 show that the error
patterns relative to a cyclone can be determine and tested for significance.

5.1

Future Work
This study is predominantly focused on the feasibility of feature relative error

analysis, and so, used a simple cyclone identification technique and only one season.
The definition of a cyclone and the identification method could both be enhanced
to increase the quality of the analysis. Additionally, more winter seasons could be
analyzed in order to get a more accurate understanding of the GFS forecasts of
cyclones. Non-winter season could be analyzed to determine how the GFS responds
to different seasons throughout the year. Furthermore, this study only considered
a single layer of the atmosphere and to get a more holistic approach for how the
forecasts are behaving would require a three dimensional examination of the errors
by including more vertical levels.
Following cyclones as they traveled across North America is the image that came
to the author’s to mind every time this method was discussed. However, any weather
feature that can be identified in a forecast could be examined using this method. In
particular, smaller scale features, for example mesoscale events, could yield information about how thunderstorms are forecast. This approach was not used here due
to the frequent splitting and merging of these features, making identification more
complicated.
One of the more interesting ideas for this type of verification process is to perform
it on forecast-observation pairs of a weather feature, instead of conditioning on the
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observations or forecasts. The idea would be to identify the same weather feature
in the forecast and observation and then compare these (different) FRG for errors.
Making forecast-observation pairs comes with a host of problems, like borderline
events (Section 4.1) or missed events and false alarms situations. How should errors
be found when there is nothing to compare? These are not easy questions, but
something to be considered for future work.
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